
Starter Kit
Starter Kit Includes two pods with four device cables, 12' or 
6' track, and base with power cord. 

Warranty 
For more information, please visit: bretford.com/warranty

Shipping 
Deliver power in a matter of seconds, ready to set up right 
out of the box. 

Certifications 
Tested to IEC 62368 to meet or exceed electrical safety 
standards. 

Pods + Cords 

Deliver power from the 
floor to the table with Pod 

connectors. Select from 
USB-A, USB-C, or Barrel  

device cords. 

Flexible Track 

Get started with either a 12' 
or 6' starter track, and  
daisy-chain additional track 
extensions for a powerful 
charging solution.

Base 

Juice Mobile Power base 
smartly converts AC power to 
safe DC power, turning one 
outlet into a smart power hub 
for an entire room. 

Juice® Mobile Power
Turn a single wall outlet into a powerful, flexible mobile charging solution, providing safe 
charging for the entire classroom or office.

Active learning demands Active Charging™. 

E N A B L E D  B Y  T E C H N O L O G Y
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Cost Effective 
Juice Mobile Power eliminates the need 
for costly infrastructure upgrades, with a 
cost-effective system that works with 
facilities’ existing infrastructure to deliver  
power to the center of any room , 
all from a single wall outlet. 

Smart Power Distribution 

Even in facilities that have adequate  
AC outlets throughout the room, they  
are often in the most obscure locations. 
Juice Mobile Power brings power to  
the center of the room, so people can 
continue to connect and interact, while 
actively charging their devices. 

Safe 
Built-in, intuitive safety system,  
using FLI Charge Technology, ensures 
safety, by smartly detecting foreign 
objects, and instantly powering down. 
When the object is removed, the system 
instantly powers the track back up. 

Streamlined Design 
Juice Mobile Power track is rugged 
enough to sit on the floor and at 1/4″, 
Juice Mobile Power track is ultra-thin to 
provide power to the center of the room 
without impacting foot traffic. Rubberized 
grip on bottom of the track keeps the 
track in place and prevents slipping.

Active Charging™ 
A flexible, dynamic charging solution 
boosts productivity by keeping devices 
charged all day, while users continue to 
participate in learning actively.

Quick Set-Up 
Juice Mobile Power provides users with 
the power and flexibility to arrange and 
re-arrange rooms, without compromising 
access to power. With little to no set-up, 
users have greater flexibility to provide 
access to power for an entire room in a 
matter of minutes. 

Be one of the first to experience this revolutionary product.
Sign up at bretford.com/juice.

Magnetic Connectors. 
Pick-up connectors are magnetic, allowing 
for safe power distribution, and safely  
detach to mitigate tripping hazards.

Daisy-Chain 
Daisy-chain up to three bases for 
Active Charging for up to 30 laptops 
or 60 tablets/phones all from one  
single wall outlet. Model # Description  Pod  →  Cords

137-7409 12' Starter Kit  USB-A   →  Lightning 

137-7409 12' Starter Kit  USB-A  →  Micro USB

137-7410 12' Starter Kit  USB-C  →  USB-C Cords

137-7411 12' Starter Kit  Barrel   →  Acer Cords

137-7411 12' Starter Kit  Barrel   →  Dell Cords

137-7411 12' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  HP Cords

137-7411 12' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  Lenovo Cords

137-7412 6' Starter Kit  USB-A   →  Lightning 

137-7412 6' Starter Kit  USB-A  →  Micro USB

137-7413 6' Starter Kit  USB-C  →  USB-C Cords

137-7414 6' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  Acer Cords

137-7414 6' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  Dell Cords

137-7414 6' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  HP Cords

137-7414 6' Starter Kit  Barrel  →  Lenovo Cords

Floor to Table Power Delivery 
Built-in, intuitive safety system,  
using FLI Charge Technology, 
ensures safety, by smartly detecting 
foreign objects, and instantly 
powering down. When the object 
is removed, the system instantly 
powers the track back up. 

Supported Acer devices: Acer Chromebook C740; Dell devices: 
Dell Chromebook 11 3180; HP devices: HP Chromebook 11G5; 
Lenovo Devices: Lenovo N23 Chromebook.  For a complete list  
of supported devices, contact your Bretford Representative. 

Flexi-Hinge 
Flexi-hinge allows to track to be 
folded and packed-up, taking power 
where you need it most —everywhere.

Starter Kit Includes two pods with four device 
cables, 12’ or 6’ track, and base with power cord. 

Find Bretford Juice @demco.com 
Search: Bretford Juice

Call 800.962.4463 or email custserv@demco.com

https://www.demco.com/goto?PRD13774120&s=1377409
https://www.demco.com/goto?PRD13774100&s=1377410
https://www.demco.com/goto?PRD13774110&s=1377411
https://www.demco.com/goto?PRD13774120&s=1377412
https://www.demco.com/goto?PRD13774120&s=1377413
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